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Preconditioning has become a loosely used 
term in the beef industry. However, in general, 
preconditioning simply means preparing your 
calves for success in the feedlot.

For some producers, the best way to prepare 
calves involves two phases: vaccinations, fly 

control, and castration (if it wasn’t done at turnout) prior to 
weaning followed by booster shots, dewormer, and implant at 
weaning. Other producers find one phase the most feasible and 
combine all the steps at weaning.

If you already precondition, there are still little changes you can 
make for a big difference. I’ve even seen a growing number of 
producers switch from pour-on dewormers to injectable deworm-
ers for greater efficiency, which leads to increased profit overall.

Regardless of the process used, most operations discover pre-
conditioning pays dividends.

Many studies indicate preconditioning leads to financial rewards 
for cattle feeders, but as more studies are conducted, research 
proves a financial gain also exists for producers who implement 
a preconditioning program.

On average, producers can see a $2 to $4 per hundredweight 
premium for calves that have been preconditioned.* A recent 
study by Kansas State University on Superior Livestock Auction 
data indicates weaned (preconditioned) calves are worth $4.78 
per hundredweight more than their non-weaned counterparts.*

Beyond that, a feed-out program in Texas reported preconditioned 
calves most significantly outperform others when it comes to death 
loss. In the study, preconditioned calves had a “sick” rate of 9.6% 
compared to a 36.4% “sick” rate of calves not preconditioned.*

We know there are a lot of factors to consider when it comes 
to preconditioning and weaning your calves. We also hope you 
know there’s a whole team of us at Pharmco ready to help you 
through the process. Each of our locations offers a full range of 
services designed with you in mind.

If you already plan to precondition, Pharmco is your one-stop 
shop! You can find our 2015 suggested protocol online at 
www.pharmcosd.com/news.

Only you know your operation’s goals, herd, and resources. But, 
we can help. Give any of us in Chamberlain, Platte, Winner, or at 
the Paragon a call to see how we can help you feed your future!

By Tony Donovan, Chamberlain Manager, (605) 730-0624

FALL SHOTS/PRECONDITIONING PREPARE CALVES FOR FEEDLOT SUCCESS

Factors affecting sale price of calves: Superior Livestock Auction sales 2013**

VALUE FACTOR SALE PRICE (S/CWT.)a +/- COMPARED (S/CWT.)
Weaning health
Base: Non-weaned1 $158.71
Weaned2 $163.49 +$4.78
VAC 45 $164.70 +$5.99
Breed description
Base: Cattle with ear $159.41
English X English $164.47 +$5.06
English X Continental $162.88 +$3.47
Gender
Base: Heifers $155.13
Steers $169.37 +$14.24
Single or mixed-sex lot
Base: Mixed-sex lot $160.84
Single-sex lot $163.67 +$2.83
Weight variation
Base: Very uneven $161.37
Fairly even $163.46 +$2.09
Flesh
Base: Medium to heavy $161.07
Light to medium $163.09 +$2.02
BVD-PI status
Base: not documented $161.44
Documented BVD=PI-free $163.07 +$1.63

a Least square means
1 Non-weaned calves receiving at least one vaccination prior to marketing
2 Weaned calves receiving at least one vaccination prior to marketing
** Other value factors examined in the analytics include geographic origin; VAC 24, VAC 34 and VAC preCon designations; frame score; eligibility 
for source and age verification; NHTC and all-natural programs; eligibility for Superior Progressive Genetics

Source: Kansas State University*Information from studies and experts highlighted in Beef Magazine contributed to this article.
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As a state-certified seed conditioner facili-
ty and certified South Dakota seed dealer, 
Pharmco is your one-stop shop, especially 
when it comes to your wheat crop!

We now have four portable seed cleaners for 
use across our coverage area. Harvest will be 

upon us soon, so you can rest easy knowing our equipment and 
team are ready to help you maximize your wheat crop invest-
ment. To keep you running smoothly, don’t wait to get your 
seed cleaned! We’re available and look forward to hearing from 
you.

While we’re cleaning your wheat, we can also treat it for max-
imum benefit. Pharmco offers Rancona® Pinnacle, a fungicide, 
and QuickRoots®, a microbial seed inoculant.

Rancona delivers premier protection against a broad spectrum 
of seed and seedling diseases resulting in uniform germination, 
emergence, and stands for young plants. The healthy start helps 
ensure high yield. 

If you’d like to give your seed a bigger boost, consider Quick-
Roots. The additional treatment helps with seedling vigor. This 
product increases nutrient uptake, including NPK.

Remember, we offer seed cleaning and treatment through all 
our locations. We’re also your go-to source for top-quality win-
ter wheat varieties like Lyman, Wesley (certified and non-certi-
fied), certified Overland, and certified Ideal.

Don’t wait—contact me or the teams in Platte, Winner, and 
Chamberlain today for all your seed cleaning and treatment 
needs!  

By Myron Veurink, Kimball Manager, (605) 682-9175

CLEAN AND TREAT THAT WHEAT

Our stores in Chamberlain, Platte, Winner, and at the Par-
agon south of Kimball are fully stocked with all you need 
to truly enjoy fall and winter hunting seasons. We carry all 
of the top brands of rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Plus, we 
have the ammunition, blinds, decoys, and targets you need 
to stay in the game.

After the hunt, there’s nothing 
quite like grilling up your favor-

ite meal. We are your source 
for Traeger® Wood Pellet Grills, 

wood pellets, deep fat fryers, 
and a variety of delicious season-

ings and sauces.

Stop in or call your local Pharmco 
team today for more information.  

AT PHARMCO, WE THINK HAPPINESS IS A SMOKING GUN AND A GRILL TO GO WITH IT!



On the farm or 
ranch, fall means 
reaping what we’ve 
sown all year. It’s 
easy to make har-
vesting crops and 
weaning calves pri-

orities this time of year, but we can’t 
forget our cows. Now is a sensible 
time to pay special attention to your 
cow herd.

One of the most important reasons 
to carefully assess your cow herd 
now is to set them up for success-
ful wintering and calving scenarios. 
Ideally, the weaning process will 
allow time to evaluate each cow in 
your herd.

Based on your management protocol, 
you’ll want to provide vaccinations 
and boosters. Tony and Dr. Dave both 
share good information about this 
online at www.pharmcosd.com/news. 

It’s also an important time to preg-
nancy check and evaluate overall 
health. Especially in times of a strong 
cull market and short hay supply, you 
want to ensure each cow in your herd 
is able to do her job. If she’s not bred, 
injured, or too thin, consider culling. 
Investing more time, money, and 
feed into cows not carrying their own 
weight is a challenge you may not be 
able to afford. Be judicious, and keep 
your overall herd health in mind.

Fall is also the time to make sure 
your cow herd has the minerals and 
supplements necessary to keep them 
healthy. As the weather changes, 
so do the nutritional needs of your 
cows. Each of our Pharmco stores 
carries a variety of products specially 
chosen to help you keep your cow 
herd healthy.

Stop in or give us a call today to see 
how we can help you maximize your 
cow herd investment!  

By Tresh Swedlund, Winner Manager
(605) 840-4070

Weaning can be a stressful time of 
year for producers and cattle alike, but 
it doesn’t have to be.

By putting some thoughtful time into 
planning and preparing, you can sig-
nificantly reduce stress and increase 
profitability.

First, it’s important to make time for 
general assessments. Are the bunks 
and water tanks ready? Is the feed 
equipment serviced and ready to go? 
What feedstuffs are available and 
what must be purchased? Which 
health program will be used, and are 
the supplies readily available?

There’s nothing quite as frustrating as 
being ready to work, only to realize 
you’ve overlooked the basics. Once 
you’ve taken stock of what needs to 
be done, you can more easily plan the 
time necessary to fix, order, and locate 
weaning essentials.

Second, you want to make sure your 
feed rations and batch sheets make 
sense for the year you’re having. For 
example, if you’re short on hay, you 
probably want to feed more silage. Es-
pecially when hay is short, you’ll also 
want to consider using earlage in your 
ration. This wet ground corn option 
helps reduce your dependence on hay 
and is a reliable energy source.

Can you accommodate the ration 
change with feedstuffs on hand? If so, 
does everyone in your operation know 
and understand the change?

Batch sheets are al-
ways important, but 
they are essential for 
making sure every-
one’s on the same 
page when it comes 
to managing feed
sources and herd health. 

On this line, you also want to plan for 
medicated feeds like Aureo® and Am-
prolium. Even in the best situations, 
there is stress at weaning time. The 
last thing you want is sick calves! Tak-
ing preventative measures at the start 
will add up to significant savings later. 
Visit www.pharmcosd.com/feed-news for 
a complete list of the feed products 
we offer—especially for feedlot and 
cow-calf producers!

This is where preconditioning calves 
plays an essential role. As you make a 
plan for weaning, I encourage you to 
consider preconditioning your herd. 
Tony covers the benefits of precondi-
tioning well in this newsletter.

Finally, as you make plans for wean-
ing your herd, take some time to eval-
uate your physical weaning process. 
If you’re using traditional weaning 
methods, you might want to take a 
look at fenceline or two-step weaning 
methods. Only you know what makes 
the most sense for your operation, but 
it’s always a good idea to stay on top 
of the different practices being used.

Our Pharmco teams are ready to help 
you through every stage in your oper-
ation. Feel free to contact me or any of 
our Pharmco stores for your precondi-

tioning, weaning, and health plan 
needs.  

By Phil Johnson, Animal Nutritionist, (605) 730-2020

REDUCE WEANING STRESS TO INCREASE SUCCESS PREP COWS IN FALL 
FOR SUCCESSFUL 
WINTER



With preconditioning and weaning underway 
across our area, I’ve had quite a few discus-
sions with folks about the use of implants in 
the beef industry.

We can all find the studies showing implants 
increase average daily gain by 10-20% com-

pared to non-implanted calves. There are lots of numbers 
related to the profitability of implanted calves based on their 
increased feed efficiency alone. Still, many producers keep 
coming back to the public’s perception 
of hormones in beef.

This is where I’ve found a picture is 
worth a thousand words.

Research and science show us implants 
are safe. As producers, we know the val-
ue of implanting our calves. But did you 
know the hormones in implanted calves 
might best be understood with M&Ms?

I recently found a blog called “Farm 
Meets Fork.”  The author is based in 
Nebraska and works to unite rural and 
urban communities. In August 2013, the 
blog featured a producer from Dodge, 
NE, who figured out a way to make the 
science of hormones relatable to average 
Americans, and she did it with M&Ms.

Basically, a 3-ounce serving of implanted beef equals one-sixth 
of an M&M worth of hormones; whereas, a 3-ounce serving of 
peas or potatoes equals about 20 M&Ms worth of hormones. 
An average human’s body naturally contains about 13 pints of 
M&Ms if they were hormones!

All of us at Pharmco know you care as much about the safety 
of your herd as you do the safety of consumers, and we pride 
ourselves on helping you make safe, profitable choices. Give us 
a call or stop in today to learn more about implant options.  

PO BOX 947 
36590 SD Highway 44
Platte, SD 57369-0947

BUSTING HORMONE MYTHS WITH M&MS
By Nate Timmerman, Platte Manager, (605) 680-6283

AND THE DOC SAYS:
Read online what Dr. Dave Thompson, DVM, 
consulting vet, has to say about the benefits 
of ultrasounding and fall vaccinations. Visit 
www.pharmcosd.com/news for his article!


